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THE HASHLESS TIMES 

ell, what a year 2020 has been. In and out of lockdowns; Hashing, then Not Hashing. Then 

Social Distanced Hashing, then Not Hashing again. Some of us, Motox and Caboose, have 

suffered with Covid-19. But the events of the year haven’t dampened our spirits too much 

and BH3 is looking forward to when we can enjoy each other’s company while Hashing in 

2021. Though we are looking forward, let’s look back over 2020, through the eyes of the 

Gobsheets, to see how innovative and intent on living as close to normal BH3 has been. 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

JANUARY 

On the 19th we gathered at The Fox and Hounds, Tilehurst, for the Tutu Hash, hosted by WaveRider, 
NappyRash and Shitfer. The Gobsheet reported:- 
 

Iceman (pictured centre, below) struggled to get into his pretty pink tutu with little gold stars attached. 

As he hopped on one leg, trying to 

haul the thing up it looked like the 

dance of the Sugar Bum Fairy. 

Just as well he didn’t perform The 

Nutcracker or he’d have been out 

of the Hash for a while. Many other 

Hashers were similarly attired and 

the car park was brightened with 

an occasional Arabesque, a 

stately Battement Développé, a 

flying Cabriole, a leg-weaving 

Entrechat. Many attempted a plié 

in an attempt to warm up in the 

freezing cold morning but were 

thwarted by age and arthritis. As 

you can see, Mr Blobby bucked 

the trend by having a ‘22’ sign 

hung around his neck – I think we’d all rather have seen him in a tutu.       

FEBRUARY  

On 17th of February we enjoyed The Red Dress Run at The Hope and Anchor in Wokingham, hosted 

by BlowJob and Slapper. 

As you can see, Lonely is still wearing the dress he first started wearing about 12 years ago. The damn 

thing is falling apart at the seams (very much like its owner…). It’s time, Lonely, for replacement. Mind 

you, he did generously cough up £15 for AWOL’s dress in the charity auction after the Hash so perhaps 

we’ll see him more smartly turned out next year. C5 (blonde wig to the left of MessengerBoy), I 

mentioned to Spex, looked like a louche 1910 Bloomsbury Set poetess. Iceman (green hat to the left of 

Slapper) had pumped up his inflatable bosoms to barrage balloon size, ensuring that any trip and fall to 

his front would result in him bouncing back immediately to an erect status (not something I’ll dwell on). 

NappyRash (in the blonde plaits, centre picture) was a tad miffed that wife WaveRider (in front of Lonely) 

had nicked the red and white striped tights that he was originally going to wear. Domestic strife eh?!  
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MARCH 

The first lockdown was introduced on March 23rd. BH3 was saddened to learn that we had lost the much-

loved C4 and Dunny organised that wonderful collage tribute to her. We miss her very much. Though 

we were unable to Hash, people were running individually, which was reported as below:- 

 
 
 
During this time of social distancing, I can report that 
Rampant (pictured right) ran around Didcot on Sunday, 
wearing the ‘La Pecarina’ apron with which he had been 
presented. I assume Dunny took the photo. 
 
As we all know, getting some exercise is really important 
during this time of near lockdown and I hope other people 
are managing to get out (safely, of course) and do 
something. 
 
The Gobsheet will still be produced and published weekly 
while we soldier through this state of emergency; but will 
have different content to the usual pamphlet. If you have 
anything you would like included please send it (ideally in 
Word format) to the email address on the first page. 
 

Lastly, a huge shout-out to all NHS staff and volunteers, 

two of whom are BH3 members. Swallow and Slips – 

thanks and take care. 

  



 

APRIL  

The Gobsheet morphed into The Hashless Times and we were saddened again to learn that we had 

lost Flash, another long-time member of BH3 and a real character who will always be missed. The report 

on April 15th included the below, with the content and pictures submitted to The Hashless Times by the 

subjects and gratefully received. 

Slowsucker is exercising every day, alternating 
running and cycling. Running-wise he clocked up 32 
miles in the first week and 37 the second; he’s 
somewhere near Tewkesbury now…  

Discovered some new footpaths nearby on Sunday 

morning and, true to his Hashing modus operandi, 

crashed spectacularly on a rutted track. A lady rambler 

approached to the mandated 2m and enquired if he 

was OK, having seen him ‘lying down’ earlier. He was 

wearing a bright orange t-shirt, “so the air ambulance 

can find me”. 

 We did discuss whether I should give him a down-

down, but decided that just sounded smutty. 

 

You might notice the enormous name badge on Swallow’s, ahem, chest. She tells me that this is to 

ensure she never forgets her own name. Very thoughtful of the NHS I feel. 

Slips sent in the next picture and verbatim piece, entitled ‘Content – Hopefully’, after much cogitation 

and end-of-pencil-stub licking. 

Since the coronavirus outbreak all our shifts at the 

John Radcliffe, Oxford have changed to 

accommodate the ever-changing situation. The 

upside is that the travelling is much easier as there is 

hardly any traffic. 

 

Spending all this extra time with Snowy has given me 

time to ease him into the idea of my retirement being 

a good thing - this might be a long process as he 

seems to have developed a pronounced twitch every 

time I mention it! 

 

Having said that, we have managed to do a lot of work 

in the garden and in particular the deck has been 

cleaned and treated in readiness for when we can 

finally host our Moonlight Hash. 

 

Along with everyone else who seems to have taken 

up baking, I have managed to make some peanut 

cookies! 

  



 

MAY  

The 20th of May edition included one of Mr Blobby’s descriptions of his ‘Not Hash’ with C5 and Twanky 

– all running carefully apart from each other. Mr Blobby’s prose easily matches that in Dostoevsky’s 

‘War and Peace’ for circumlocution. But, as it was his birthday, the piece was published in full.       Some 

current (and uplifting) information was included in the publication:- 

Wow! Where does the time go? It’s Wednesday again and time for another Gobsheet. At least the 
weather is so nice I can sit outside and put this together. I hope you all have been enjoying the sunshine, 
even with the restrictions that are still in place. (Anti-) Social 
Distancing is really quite awkward. If you manage to see a close 
relative you haven’t met for ages somewhere safe, like your old 
Mum or a grandchild, you can’t just rush in and give ‘em a hug. 
Air hugs just aren’t the same and distant ‘Mwah, Mwah’s’ look 
and feel downright daft. A lot of people have expressed their 
thoughts on social distancing. The best I have seen so far was in 
The Daily Telegraph and appears to the right. Possibly a touch of 

post-marital bitterness there?       

 

Very pleased to see also in the paper today that Captain Tom 

Moore, the centenarian who raised £33 million for the NHS by 

walking laps of his garden, is to be knighted. Great to have some 

good news and it proves that ‘you’re never too old’. Hope then for 

some of our BH3 elder statesmen and women. 

JUNE  

June saw a number of us enjoying a socially-distanced bike ride, organised by SkinnyDipper. We 

stopped at Horny and Helmet’s house to sing him Hashy Birthday and give him a Down Down. Here’s 

part of the report:- 

SkinnyDipper is known for the amazing things she can do on a bike. Like riding a thousand miles or so 

from her home to visit her son in Sweden. So it was with some trepidation that a number of us signed 

up to meet her at the Museum of Berkshire Aviation in Woodley on Sunday morning to go for the socially 

distanced ride she had organised. She had assured us that it was only (!) about 26 miles and mainly 

flat. Donut and I cycled from our house to Woodley (an additional 5 miles…) and we sped down the 

steep and winding hill from our house towards the narrow streets and hump-backed bridge of Sonning, 

looking forward with joyous anticipation to the ride back up it later…  

Eight of us met at the museum car park: SkinnyDipper, WaveRider, Nappyrash, Spot, Motox, Cloggs, 

Donut and me. WaveRider and Nappyrash were riding rather flash road bikes, although NappyRash 

(who used to do triathlons) said his was about 20 

years old and only one of his collection of five! 

SkinnyDipper had a sit-up-and-beg hybrid and spent 

most of the route at the front, pedalling along in a 

relaxed manner. Motox was riding a velocipede of 

uncertain antiquity and a slightly fractious 

temperament, as he found later on. We set off, 

observing the 2-metre rule, and looking forward to 

our ride on the warm morning. A picture of the route 

appears to the left and you may be able to make out 

where it went if you have eyes like a peregrine falcon 

or a large magnifying glass. As you can see from the 

average speed, we didn’t exactly ride like a Tour de 

France peloton. Our focus was on enjoying the ride 

– and we did, hugely! 

We headed along a variety of flat country roads, 

bounded by flower-filled hedgerows, sunny fields, or woodland. All was well with the world and we 



 

chatted amiably. All of a sudden, a set of cyclists whizzed by from the opposite direction. They included 

Bomber and, I think, Posh. “On Onnnnn!” they cried, their speed decreasing the volume of their greeting. 

What a coincidence! We pedalled on towards and then into White Waltham Airfield, where SkinnyDipper 

had arranged for us to take a break and enjoy the aeroplanes and some coffee. Below are some pictures 

of us doing both.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JULY  

 
We were celebrating finally having our shaggy hair cut. In the July 22nd edition pictures appeared of 
Utopia and Hashgate, looking refreshed and clipped after visits to the hairdresser and vet, respectively. 
This was our second week of trial Hashing, where members were split into groups, based on their 
running ability, with the Trail being run both ways and with simpler Checks to ensure social distancing. 
It was a great success. The running groups were: Relaxed Runners, Manic Group and Strollers. Here’s 
part of the report:- 
 

At the Circle, WaveRider’s initial response to being placed in the Manic Group was to blanch, gasp and 

fake an attack of the vapours. But it fooled nobody and, after an application of smelling salts and a swift 

kick up the backside, she was on her way with the rest of the group, heading off in the opposite direction 

to my own set of Relaxed Runners. Our group included Motox and NoSole, who were more yomping 

than running. “Off you go and Check It Out Hashgate.” Exhorted Motox as we sped off into the first set 

of scrubland. “Glad you’re in our group.” I guess if he’d known I hadn’t run for three months he might 

not have been so pleased… However, both HappyFeet and I struck it lucky often during the first mile or 

so, by which time Mr Blobby had caught up with us and occasionally pointed out which direction we 

should go if we went too far the wrong way from a Check. I understand that C5 was doing the same 

with his group. 

This was Hashing, but different. Faster than usual since the blobs from the One-Blob Checks were 

much closer to the Check than usual. So very little hanging about. Although there was a bit after 

ChocChuck found the first Bar Check… which seemed to come back to a One-Blob Check and a Two-

Way Check, the latter apparently being for the Walkers. Not surprising 

that our Hares had confessed at the Circle to occasional confusion while 

laying the Trail! Somehow Motox found a blob a little way along a track 

that shouldn’t have been there. So we got at least a short rest for once. 

We got another brief rest after racing through Tadley Common and up 
the steep, pebbly track past the same three horses in the paddock to the 
right that had been there about four months ago on a previous  Hash. 
Flour signs at the top of the track indicated that Walkers should go right, 
so HappyFeet and I carried straight on… until called back by Mr Blobby. 
It seemed that we had ‘mis-interpreted’ the signage. Mr Blobby 
‘freshened it up’. 
It was all going very well until ChocChuck mistook a mushroom for a flour 
blob and led several of our group on a wild goose (very nice with 

mushrooms, I believe) chase. 
 

ChocChuck's idea of a flour blob… 



 

AUGUST  

August was steamingly hot and we enjoyed a pleasant Trail from near to The Red Lion in Peppard on 
the 10th, laid by SlowSucker, Swallow and SkinnyDipper. We found we had a real hero(ine) in BH3 when 
MonaLisa (aka Michelle) looked after TinOpener when he almost collapsed with heat exhaustion after 
the Hash, staying with him until paramedics arrived. What a girl! The report included this:- 
 
The evening was hotter and sultrier than a pole dancer in a steam room. We slid out of our cars into the 
sweltering summer night and the thundercloud look of a lady member of the nearby Peppard Lawn 
Tennis Club. She was obviously not at all happy that BH3 had parked their cars in the public parking 
spaces she looked upon as rightfully and exclusively due to tennis club members. You could see little 
lightning bolts fizzing around in the black cloud that hung menacingly above her head. Swallow 
remarked that the lady “… is not happy… and she’s armed!” Pointing to the tennis racket that was 
clutched tightly in a white-knuckle grip. She looked exactly the same after the Trail, when Zeb, Flo and 
I were changing nearby. We agreed laughingly that we hoped she had been well beaten by an 8-year 

old.       

 
GM SkinnyDipper called the Circle to order and welcomed two new 
people to our event. These were Pissn’Chips and BlowHarder. It all 
went very well until she mentioned that they are members of the 
Beijing H3. There was a sudden cicada moment before BH3 carefully 
stepped back a little. But there was no need since they are currently 

based in Reading.       A nice, friendly couple; good runners and, 

dare I say it, a lot younger than just about everyone else! We tapped 
the wheels on our bath chairs with our walking sticks in approval. 
 
Skinny organised us into groups as described above and went into 
an exhaustive (and exhausting) explanation of how the Manic Mob 
would run the Trail clockwise and the Relaxed Runners would run it 
anti-clockwise. It left some of our knuckle-draggers drooling a little 
more blankly than usual but we figured that she should know what 
she was talking about and on Outed our separate ways. 
SlowSucker went with the Manics, Skinny with the Relaxds and 
Swallow with the Strollers. 
Our group sped (perhaps not quite the right word to describe our 
peripatetic style) down the steep hill and into the magnificent forest 
that is Kingswood Common. I mentioned a little earlier about the 

knuckle-draggers. At one of the first Checks, I joined their illustrious number. The Check had two arrows 
on it. One marked with a ‘C’. The other with an ‘A’. Foxed me entirely and I called out to Skinny, who 
was following us, to ask what they meant. Now Skinny, previously a teacher, has dealt with stupid 
questions before and answered me with only a slight sigh, a minor eye-roll and not too much 
condescension. “They stand for clockwise and anti-clockwise.” She advised me. I slunk off on the anti-
clockwise Trail, my cheeks burning leaves off the trees as I went. 
 

SEPTEMBER  

 
On the 18th Slapper and Spot organised a ‘Plogging’ Hash from Burghfield Common car park. Great fun 

and another hot day. Below you can find out what ‘Plogging’ means.       

 
It was a perfectly beautiful, warm and sunny September morning as we pulled into the (already stuffed 
with cars) woodland car park. Hashers sat in cars, forwarding and backing and we wondered where we 
could park. Our saviour was SkinnyDipper, who waved us forward and into a seemingly tailor-made 
space for two cars (the only one left) that was bounded by large logs. As we backed carefully into this 
Pissn’Chips (while passenger BlowHarder covered his face with his hands) shot her car forwards into 
the gap next to us and thoughtfully rammed its front end into the boundary log. I guess at least she 
knew exactly where the end of the parking space was. 
 

MonaLisa takes the picture, with 

SkinnyDiper, WaveRider and Hashgate. 



 

Today’s event was a ‘plogging’ event. If you are not aware of the meaning (I wasn’t), plogging is a 
combination of two words: jogging and the Swedish phrase for pick up, 'plocka upp'. Started in Sweden 

by Eric Ahlström in 2016 is a combination of running or 
jogging while picking up rubbish. So it’s about helping the 
poor beleaguered planet and keeping healthy. What a great 
idea! Hare Slapper duly gave out black rubbish bags to 
members of the small, socially distanced groups into which 
we were split – Fast Runners, Relaxed Runners and 
Strollers. Spex got a bit confused about which group she 
should be in since she thought she might be in with the Fast 
Runners. We guided her carefully into one of the Relaxed 
Runners groups. For safety reasons the Fast Runners set 
off first in opposing directions, followed by the Relaxed 
Runners; then the Strollers. 
 
It all went very well with our little group (accompanied by 
Hare Slapper) for the first ½ mile, then the pattern for most 
of the rest of the plog was set. The Fast Runners on our 
route completely lost the plot (and the Trail) and we found 
them running back towards us. Many, many times this 
happened, each time the Hares’ names becoming blacker 
than dark shiggy in the minds of the so-called ‘Fast 
Runners’. We eventually figured that the groups ought to 
swap names since we seemed to be running ahead of them 

for much of the time.       

 

OCTOBER  

 
My return to Hashing after six or so weeks of lazing about was at Peppard Stoke Row Cricket Club 
ground on a Trail laid by CouchPotato and Spot. Autumn was nearly upon us, WaveRider’s broken 
ankle was well on the mend (she walked… with me… rapidly!) It was a fun walk for me, being with 
WaveRider, Dumb and Ms Whiplash. We saw a field full of emus on the way! It started like this:- 
 
A fine day it was. The sun shone in an almost cloudless October sky, warming all who stood in its beams 
on the dewy, flat cricket pitch. People stood in small groups and apart from each other. The groups 
were self-determining in that they were made up 
of six or fewer Hashers who had a similar running 
ability. Those who weren’t going to run shambled 
about separately and aimlessly until 
SkinnyDipper organised things by asking all the 
Walkers to, “B*gger off away from the runners.” 
Or something similar. Skinny seems to be 
something of a poly-tasker these days. I can’t 
figure out if she’s Continuing GM, ex-GM or 
Dogsbody (in BH3 Committee position terms) 
and, of course she has recently been the 
Gobsheet’s Chief Sport and Domestic Affairs 
Correspondent. A lady of many talents. One of 
which showed on this day as Strollers, Relaxed 
Runners and the Manic Mob prepared 
themselves, with her direction, and began to 
stream off in different directions in order to 
preserve safe distances from one another. 
 
As one of the Strollers I found myself in the 
delightful company of WaveRider, Ms Whiplash 
and Dumb. Since this was my first Trail for some time I felt I was in safe hands with these attractive, 
competent ladies and, being a gentleman of discernment, could not see any downside to spending an 
hour or so with them. Using the map kindly provided by CouchPotato, we On Outed towards The 
Unicorn pub and Kingwood Common. 
 
To the left is the runners’ route (sent to me by NappyRash, one of the Manic Mob). As you can see, he 
ran nearly 8½ miles! Zebedee ran nearly 10! Our Hares had obviously been feasting on the latest form 
of ‘legal high’ before laying the Trail. You can imagine CouchPotato and Spot earlier, running frenziedly 

Ploggers 'plogging'! 



 

all over the countryside, eyeballs out on stalks and occasionally remembering to throw some flour down. 
I’m glad to say that the Strollers route that we took was considerably shorter (about 4.5 miles). 
 

NOVEMBER  

 
No Hashing again. People like Florence and Zebedee kindly laid non-BH3 Trails for anyone who wanted 
to run or walk them in a safe way at any time that suited them. Mr Blobby sent in reports of the runs, 
along with a number of pictures of the solo participants. Donut and I decided to try out the walking route 
near Henley that WaveRider and NappyRash had proposed for when they finally get to lay their next 
Hash. Below is the report that appeared in The Hashless Times:- 
 

Today (Tuesday 18th November), Donut and I reviewed the Amblers’ course that will be part of 

WaveRider and NappyRash’s Trail when we are allowed to Hash again. It meanders around Binfield 

Heath and Shiplake, near Henley-on-Thames. 

I have to report that the 12-mile course was a most enjoyable ramble through woodland, along forest 

paths and across rolling farmland. Mind you, we did have to scamper a bit when attacked by a small 

band of rabid badgers. Luckily, Donut’s Kung Fu training came in handy and several of the creatures’ 

pelts will soon be adorning some of the more expensive shaving brushes being purveyed in Henley’s 

more discerning gentlemens’ (and some ladies’…) personal grooming establishments. 

I’m pleased to say that much of the shiggy we encountered only engulfed us sloppily up to our waists. 

I’d encourage future participants in this Trail to take along a couple of yards of stout rope and maybe a 

short ladder; purely for personal extraction purposes. 

The various gamekeepers we met on our way were really quite thoughtful, using only lightweight lead 

shot in the 12-bores they fired in our direction while exhorting (in what we thought was a generally 

friendly manner) “Git orf moi larnd!” 

The Trail for the Runners will, as of course they would want, be rather longer than that for the Amblers. 

But the Hares have carefully factored in just another 8 (or so…) miles of enjoyable trot, considerately 

feeling that the running group will enjoy Maidenhead at this time of year. 

It’s a pleasure to advertise WaveRider and NappyRash’s Trail and to have the opportunity to encourage 

Hashers to take part when it can be laid. I would like to point out that anyone who thinks they have 

identified hyperbole, invention and heavy irony in the above review is, of course, mistaken. 

DECEMBER  

 
We started Hashing again in early December in a legally secure, safety first manner, overseen by 
Dunny, who volunteered to be our Covid Safety Supremo. On December 6th we met up in the car park 
of Finchampstead Village Hall on a grey and cold day. Here’s the start of the Gobsheet report:- 
 
 
As you can see from the map that Twanky sent to the Gobsheet, this week’s running route resembles 

a brooding vulture. Twanky reckoned it also looked like Skesis 
from The Dark Crystal. Probably, like me, you don’t have a clue 
as to what this reference means. I looked it up on Google and 
the first description started as follows: ‘When the Crystal was 
exhausted of its power after a millennium of abuse, 
the Skeksis began to abduct the Gelfling in order to drain them 
of their essence, which ...’ 
 
Exactly, I couldn’t read on either, through a combination of blank 
confusion and terminal boredom. Let’s stick with the vulture. 
 
It was very welcome to be able to Hash once again, albeit under 
the safety rules that the committee and Dunny, as Covid 
Tsarina, have put in place. A fair-sized group of us had 
assembled, in a socially-distanced manner, in the busy car park 

– it was football morning on the pitches next to it. Good to see PissQuick and Glittertits again. The latter 



 

was going to ride his bike, due to ankle issues. He told me that they were so desperate to get out of the 
house that they had decided to come to the Hash. Desperate indeed! 
 
I was with the Strollers group that consisted of Hare Swallow, Horny, Helmet, LittleStiffy, SlackBladder 
and the dogs, Dumb, Mrs Blobby and PissQuick. The rest formed themselves into small collections of 
Hashers who were either going to be in the Manic Mob or Relaxed Runners. The morning was cold and 
grey so we set off at a fair pace to try and keep warm. Glittertits, on his bike, scattered us Strollers as 
we negotiated a narrow, leaf-strewn alley.  
 
We tramped onwards, Masie and Ava plaintively eyeing the fast-flowing stream that ran next to us. As 
typical black labradors they were very eager to jump in and splash about; exactly the opposite to we 
humans, who were very eager to keep warm and dry. The moment they strayed too near to the edge 
of the bank either LittleStiffy or SlackBladder stopped them dead with a, “NO YOU DON’T!” so that they 
turned away from their doggy nirvana with slightly sheepish looks and a determination to find the next 
easy entry point and launch themselves like canine Tom Daleys into the rushy brook. 
 
Meanwhile… the various sets of runners were galloping or trotting around the countryside. Your editor 
interviewed Donut at length about her experience, since she was running while I was walking. She’s 
been insufferable since completing the Limassol virtual ½ Marathon with SkinnyDipper recently. Runs 
everywhere. Up the stairs. Down to the shed and back. Out to the bins. While readying for the Hash 
earlier in the day she packed my walking boots into a large bag, then placed her running shoes on top. 
“I’ll be running today.” She said nonchalantly but with a definite emphasis and a knowing smirk. Very 
naughty. Just wait until I get the green light to run again. Yes, I know, dear reader, I won’t see her for 

dust.       

 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

So there it is – a very quick run through 2020 from a BH3 perspective. The Hashless Times and 
Gobsheets included a variety of quizzes (some sent in by Hashers – thank you very much) and articles 
about the cute Sparkle Muffin spider, a friendly young robin in Donut and Hashgate’s garden, Snowy’s 
sleeping method (a tightly wrapped duvet), T.S. Eliot’s treatise on the naming of cats, an erudite 
mathematical thesis from NonStick on RA’ing and social distancing. We hope you have enjoyed reading 
over the past year and hope even more that we can return to normal Hashing (whatever that is!) in 
2021. 
 
The Gobsheet and its sister publication The Hashless Times wishes everyone in BH3 a truly Happy 
New Year. 
 
Take good care of yourselves. 

On On.   Hashgate.   

 

 
 
If anyone has something they would like to see in the Gobsheet, either send it to your reporter/editor/tea 
boy/floor mopper at hashgate@hotmail.com or to Iceman at the address above. 
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